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A 
PREDATORY 
PRIMER
What Every Librarian Should 
Know About Problem Publishers

Nicole Webber | Stephanie Wiegand
ACRL University Libraries Section’s Professional Development Committee | May 24, 2021

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Welcome to “A Predatory Primer: What Every Librarian Should Know about Problem Publishers,” brought to you by the ACRL University Libraries Section’s Professional Development Committee. This is one of an ongoing series of online programs sponsored by our committee. Link to programs: https://acrl.libguides.com/uls/committees/professional-development/programs 



Nicole Webber
Business & Communication Librarian

University of Northern Colorado

Stephanie Wiegand
Online Learning Librarian

University of Northern Colorado

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Nicole Webber is an Assistant Professor at the University Libraries of the University of Northern Colorado. In her role as part of the Library Research Services team, she assists faculty and students with scholarly communication efforts and is the liaison librarian for the Monfort College of Business and the departments of Communication Studies and Journalism & Media Studies. Stephanie Wiegand is the Online Learning Librarian and an Associate Professor with the University of Northern Colorado Libraries. She is a member of the Library Research Services department and works to develop accessible learning resources for students through a variety of platforms and to assist others with the same. Stephanie’s research interests are broad, but she has focused on faculty publishing and predatory journals with her research partner Nicole over the last few years.



Outcomes

Describe the rise of 
predatory publishers in 
the context of the 
current publishing 
landscape

Examine the complex 
issues surrounding 
academic publishing 
and the quality of 
journals

Apply ethical standards 
of the professional and 
current library 
practices to assisting 
faculty with their 
publishing needs

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We focus less on what a predatory journal is and characteristics, but we will cover some of this along the way. Check out the further reading/resources slides at the end for more.



 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
On a scale of 1-5, how would you rate your current knowledge of "predatory publishing"?Total responses: 2101 (Not at all knowledgeable) – 8 participants2 – 47 participants3 – 91 participants4 – 58 participants5 (Very knowledgeable) – 6 participants



 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Predatory publishing negatively impacts:Total responses: 217literature and research quality1 (Strongly disagree) – 1 participant2 – 9 participants3 – 33 participants4 – 73 participants5 (Strongly agree) – 100 participants1 skipAverage: 4.2 on a scale of 1-5author reputation and/or career1 (Strongly disagree) – 3 participants2 – 23 participants3 – 50 participants4 – 79 participants5 (Strongly agree) – 61 participants1 skipAverage: 3.8 on a scale of 1-5



 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Instructions were to enter the words or phrases that you associate with the topic or concept of predatory publishing.Word Cloud Highlights:DeceptiveScamTarget junior facultyUnethicalMisleadingLow qualityMoneyPay to playBeall’s listExploitativeCapitalismProblematicBlacklistConfusingFake



   

Presenter
Presentation Notes
A timeline of major evolutions in academic publishing:Renaissance – bundles of letters detailing scientific discoveries shared between scholars17th Century – rise of scholarly societies that published collections of papers authored by members (e.g., Journal des Sçavans and Philosophical Transactions of the Royal Society)Post World War II – rapid and widespread commercialization of academic journal publishing1990s – the Internet, digitization, and author-pays economic model for academic journals: the rise of Open AccessThe Internet and digitization have revolutionized access to scientific studies.Such revolutions have happened previously in academic publishing with the rise of scholarly societies and then the commercialization of academic publishing.A new economic model for scholarly journals was made possible by this revolution – Open Access publishing.The Open Access economic model of publishing is based on the author paying for publication instead of the reader.



       

open access predatory

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Before we go any further, Nicole and I would like to make two points.First point:Open access journals should not be equated with predatory journals. Only a small subset of Open Access journals have been classified as predatory; and, as we’ll discuss later, determinations of predatory can be very controversial.With any new economic model there are bad actors who take advantage of a system to make profit with little effort.



   

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Second Point:Problematic publishers have always existed.In the late 1800s and early 1900s a selection of medical journals existed claiming to be scholarly, but which largely existed to publish advertisements for unproven treatments and cures.If we define predatory publishers as charging large amounts of money for relatively small investments in quality improvement and presentation this definition also includes what we consider major reputable journals.Currently, libraries and academia are walking away from some major publishers due to the incredible costs that are charged in this time of contracting library budgets.



Bad Operators

• Little return on 
investment

• Publisher adds little 
value

• Demands a lot of 
money

• Lack of access or 
preservation

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Fees for publishing are generally acceptable to our profession when the peer review process and other quality checks are legitimate; however, the money paid in these fees does not go the peer reviewers who improve quality, so there is a false connection between fees charged and peer review.Lack of true and sustainable access is a second problem with publishers who take advantage of the new economic model for journals – specifically the absence of indexing and potential disappearance of portions of the scientific record.



   

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The language of predatory journals is inherently biased.“Predatory journals” and “predatory publishers” is the commonly accepted terminology.In interviews, faculty who did not recognize the term “predatory journal” automatically understood the term to have negative connotations.“Predatory” and “predator” evoke thoughts of aggression and strength attacking weakness.Authors and problematic publishers sometimes share a symbiotic relationship instead of one of predatory and prey.However, the language academia uses automatically prejudices authors and readers against journals labeled this way.



The Biased 
Language of 
Predatory 
Journals

Labels bias our 
perceptions, thinking, 
and behavior…We 
must critically evaluate 
our labels and stories 
by their effects.
Michael J. Cohen
Reconnecting with Nature

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Further language issues:“Blacklists” and “whitelists” hold racist connotations, yet we continue to use such terms.Cabell’s International recently renamed its predatory lists “Predatory Reports” but is still commonly known as “Cabell’s Blacklist”.



 

potential ∙ possible ∙ probable

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Beall’s List“Beall’s List” was the origin of many controversies over the quality of various journals and the use of “blacklisting”.Jeffrey Beall did not have a specific definition for predatory journals.“Beall’s List” was based on a lengthy list of characteristics that identified possible predatory practices.Without a definition with a high-level of specificity, the list became subjective as to what was included and what was excluded.Without a definition with a high-level of specificity, it is impossible to calculate the increase or rate of growth of predatory publishers.The full title of this list was “Beall’s List: Potential, Possible, or Probable Predatory Scholarly Open-Access” Journals/Publishers.The terms potential, possible, and probable underline just how imprecise and unreliable such a list can be.Individuals still use “Beall’s List” as a quick reference of journals to avoid even with these issues and the fact that it has been defunct since 2017.To view the original “Beall’s List”, it can be found in the Wayback Machine (https://archive.org/) under the address http://scholarlyoa.com



  

Predatory journals and publishers are entities that 
prioritize self-interest at the expense of 
scholarship and are characterized by false or 
misleading information, deviation from best 
editorial and publication practices, a lack of 
transparency, and/or the use of aggressive and 
indiscriminate solicitation practices.

(Grudniewicz et al., 2019)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In 2019 a group of researchers worked to find consensus for a definition of predatory journals.Although this group discussed different terminology, the concluded that “predatory journals” is the most widely known terminology and there are not great alternatives.This group developed a definition that focuses onSelf-interests of journals/publishersMisleading information provided Aggressive marking tacticsLack of publication practices for peer review and other quality checksThis article is a short read and worth the time:Grudniewicz, A., Moher, D., Cobey, K. D., Bryson, G. L., Cukier, S., Allen, K., Ardern, C., Balcom, L., Barros, T., Berger, M., Ciro, J. B., Cugusi, L., Donaldson, M. R., Egger, M., Graham, I. D., Hodgkinson, M., Khan, K. M., Mabizela, M., Manca, A., . . . Lalu, M. M. (2019). Predatory journals: No definition, no defence. Nature (London), 576(7786), 210-212. https://doi.org/10.1038/d41586-019-03759-y



 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
How often do you receive questions about predatory publishing?Total responses: 189Never/Rarely – 59 participants1-2 times/year – 66 participants3-10 times/year – 52 participantsMore than 10/year – 12 participants



Common Questions

I think I published 
in a predatory 

journal, now what?

Why is this 
journal included 
on Beall’s list?

Where should I publish 
my manuscript?

Is this email a 
scam?

Is this a good 
journal?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Common questions/requestsThe status of a journal or an emailWant some help identifying potential journal outletsI published in a predatory journal, now whatDepends heavily on the disciplineStill receive questions about Beall’s list even though it’s been taken down/no longer updatedIt’s quite well known in academia; there isn’t a widely-available or known alternativeSometimes center around why a title was included on Beall’s list with faculty who disagree with this designationPatron questions often seem simple on the face, but they are often much more complex than is initially expressed, and predatory publishing/journal quality is certainly one of these areas.



    

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Human desire to simplify – tell me if it’s good or bad (similar to students on source evaluation)Most faculty know there’s a spectrum for journal quality, but still have a need or desire to expedite or simplify the processMay not be used to this being a complicated decision, as the problem has become more intricate over timeGet them to slow down. What’s behind their question?



Factors

Author 
Needs/Goals

Time

Values

Market

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Must recognize the many factors that go into determining whether a journal and an author (or manuscript) are a good matchAuthor Needs – pressure to publish, financial supportNeed solo authored paper? Target # of publications? Paper in this eval cycle?Research is significant, want many eyes on itGrad student learning the processHave research funds/support from grants or awards to put toward publishing fees?Time – journal quality and practices can change over time, faculty criteria/career stage change over time“predatory” label tends to leave a permanent markValues – open access, rigorous peer review, profit/monetary aspect, readership, etc.Market – may influence how a journal behaves (may need to implement fees when it didn’t before); may affect author resources, decisionsA good/bad binary isn’t sufficient for our conversation



Journal Quadrants
Quadrant I
• Prestige and sustainability

Quadrant II
• Support new outlets, OA, 

author rights 

Quadrant III
• Get published quickly

Quadrant IV
• Building reputation/ 

research agenda, lack of 
funding

© 2021 Nicole Webber

Ideal

Dispensable

Aspirat ional

Commercial

III

III IV

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Really talking about two separate scales that are more independent: overall journal research quality and publisher practices (specifically, treatment of authors)Practices that exploit authors can come from any publisherPractices aren’t direct indicators of quality (though some quality checks are more tied to publication practices than others)If you think about the points in the outermost corners, we can think of some loose terminology to describe these quadrantsIdeal – Would love to have great quality and practices that protect authors (really all parties involved)Aspirational – Depending on values/goals, a journal may be willing to sacrifice quality (and it may be temporary) to support certain initiativesDispensable – When quality is low and practices are poor, that’s where the predatory conversations tend to focus. We typically think of this as a terrible thing that no one should want, but there are authors who find benefit to this and seek it out.From information science perspective, it’s dispensable because they often aren’t findable, the research hasn’t been polished as well, and it may not be preserved.Very ephemeral and serves a narrow purpose.Commercial – Journals whose ultimate goal is on profit (or maybe reputation), but they get a pass because the quality is high (in order to attain said goal). We’re having more conversations about what we might consider “traditional publishers” who we think are straying too far down into this corner. (This is not to say no traditional publishers are protective of author/reader rights, that all commercial entities are bad, or that making a profit is necessarily a bad thing; rather that success should not be at the expense of the authors rights). Sometimes we think of predatory publishing and “big deals” with large publishers as separate topics of conversation. Should we be thinking about all publishers on the same plane?Reasons authors might publish in each of these quadrants:I – Author would love to publish here, but their research may not be on that level or may not have fundsII – Established authors may feel they have the freedom to support startups, or some authors may have more generous criteria or no criteria they have to followIII – Need to get published; evidence suggests that evaluation committees and processes aren’t necessarily catching predatory publications on CVs, so authors benefit. Or, authors were deceived into publishing here.IV – Starting out, no funding, lack of information about publishing options



Select Red Flags
• The journal purposefully publishes 

controversial articles in the interest of 
boosting citation count. 1

• The number of articles published has 
increased by 50-74% in the last year.1

• The journal uses misleading metrics (i.e., 
metrics with the words “impact factor” 
that are not the Clarivate Analytics 
Impact Factor).1

• Inadequate peer review (i.e., a single 
reader reviews submissions; peer 
reviewers read papers outside their field 
of study; etc.). 1

• The publisher publishes journals that 
are excessively broad (e.g., Journal of 
Education) in order to attract more 
articles and gain more revenue from 
author fees.2

• The publisher has poorly maintained 
websites, including dead links, 
prominent misspellings and 
grammatical errors on the website.2

• The publisher creates a publishing 
operation that demonstrates rapacious 
entrepreneurial behavior that rises to 
level of sheer greed.2

1. Cabells Predatory Report Criteria     2. Beall’s Criteria for Determining Predatory Open-Access Publishers

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Criteria for establishing predatory practices can be subjective/impreciseMay be based on values that are not universal (impact factor, what is “adequate” peer review, etc.)Don’t necessarily encourage us to think about all publishers or publication models (titles such as Nature are broad, greed can be exhibited by any publisher)Can be problematic for startups and OA, but also for non-English language/non-Western journals (many quality indicators and lists favor English-language, U.S. publications)Can lack transparency: Why was a journal included? Which indicators are more severe? How many red flags are too many?Criteria lists/Journal Lists – both those that call out problematic journals and those that highlight ideal ones— are just one tool.To use properly, need to understand their methods and understand that they’ll always be behindNeed to establish a more comprehensive toolboxDefinition that came out of the Predatory Journal Summit factored in many of these issues and nuances. One indication that we’re headed in a more effective direction.



 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I should adjust my approach to discussing predatory journals with faculty.Total Responses: 154Strongly Disagree – 7 participantsDisagree – 37 participantsAgree – 105 participantsStrongly Agree – 5 participants



ACRL Standards for Libraries in Higher Education

Professional Values

Intellectual Freedom

http://www.ala.org/acrl/standards/standardslibraries

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Our professional ethics and standards in librarianship needs to guide our work concerning predatory journals and assisting academic authors with choosing publication venues.Intellectual Freedom should be a guiding standard in our work.Academic authors may want us to choose publication venues for them.It is neither our right or our responsibility to choose publication venues for authors.Librarians support intellectual freedom and authors have academic freedom to choose where to publish.Academic authors have far greater expertise in their discipline, which enables them to make informed decisions for publication venues.Librarians add value through providing a larger picture of issues regarding publishing.The librarians’ role is to provide the information, tools, and skills to others to allow them to make decisions.



ACRL Standards for Libraries in Higher Education

Educational Role

Assist Researchers to Use 
Information Effectively

http://www.ala.org/acrl/standards/standardslibraries

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Our standard of intellectual freedom further informs our educational role.It is not our job to do for others, but rather to help them learn to do for themselves.



ACRL Standards for Libraries in Higher Education

Collections

Create Collections with 
Quality, Depth & Diversity

http://www.ala.org/acrl/standards/standardslibraries

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Further, our standard of intellectual freedom informs our collections.We value building collections with quality, depth, and diversity.Therefore, we cannot use simple labels or fixes that categorize journals at high level.For example, it is irresponsible to classify all journals coming from a specific geographic location as likely to be predatory.It is just as irresponsible to classify all journals coming from other geographic locations as unlikely to be predatory.Take-away message: There is no one-size-fits-all answer to problematic publishers.



preventative measures

1. Don’t Assume

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Practical steps for working with academic authors concerning problematic journals:Preventative measuresSubsequent measures (to when an author has already submitted to a problematic journal and wants to step it back)Don’t assumeDon’t assume that academic authors are always interested in trying to publish in the ideal journal in their field.Academic authors may be interested in finding the quickest way to publication at specific times in their careers (specifically when trying to secure tenure and/or promotion).Don’t assume that a librarian’s judgement of a specific title being problematic with meet with agreement with individual faculty or the overall field/discipline.Journals that have been judged by librarians to be problematic are sometimes well-respected titles within the field.



preventative measures

2. Don’t Rely on Lists

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Don’t rely on listsLists are simplistic tools and a snapshot of a title in timeA journal, unless it has ceased publication, is a living and evolving entity that changes over time.Authors experience bad peer-review and editing processes with what are considered the best journals in their field.Editorial boards and peer-reviewers change over time and a result may be that quality controls become more or less consistent.New journals grow more experienced and offer better services and become more transparent.High-quality journals can be published by lower-quality publishers.Journals and publishers move on a continuum of quality through time. If you do use a list to assist in reviewing a journal:Understand how the list is made and how decisions of inclusions and exclusions are made.Know how often or when specific journals were reviewed.Know if there is an appeals process for titles on the list and understand how conflicts are adjudicated.



preventative measures

3. Have a Conversation

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Have a conversation with the author.Take the time to understand the needs and wants of the specific author.Ask questions such as:What is their desired timeline for publication after submission?What are the requirements for tenure and promotion in their program?What type of information is being presented in the manuscript?What types of journals are valued in their area? (Consider trade versus scholarly, acceptance rates, impact factors, other metrics, indexing, etc.)What are their values regarding publishing? (Is it important for their work to be available to every reader?)Are they working with co-authors? Are there any issues co-authors are concerned with?Impress on academic authors (if possible) to start looking at publication venues early on.



preventative measures

4. Don’t Reinvent the Wheel

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Don’t reinvent the wheel.Use tools like Think.Check.Submit (https://thinkchecksubmit.org/) that were created to help academic authors with this process.



subsequent measures

1. Ask for Specifics

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Ask for specifics: It is important to remember that faculty who are working with problematic publishers in a more symbiotic way will likely never contact a librarian for assistance; it is only academic authors who accidently or unknowingly submit a manuscript to a predatory publisher who will seek a librarian’s advice as how to proceed. Before offering any guidance or other information, try to understand exactly what has happened up to the point the author ask for assistance.Request all copies of correspondence between the author and journal.Determine if author clicked a blanket “agree to terms and conditions” button or otherwise agreed to turnover copyright.Determine if author has paid any fees.Ask author how the determination was made to submit a manuscript to this journal.If submission of the manuscript required signing into an online portal, ask the author to sign in and then review documents and information available in the portal. Be prepared to take screenshots. 



subsequent measures

2. Investigate the Journal

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Investigate the journalReview the journal website.Determine if there is an ISSN and confirm validity - https://portal.issn.org/ Determine if the journal is indexed and then confirm validity of indexingReview instructions to authors (look also for submission process)Review editorial board; potentially contact members of the editorial boardReview fee structure and waivers for feesReview the larger publisherReview the journal submission portal (if available; often submission with problematic journals happens using only email).Review additional tools to locate additional information regarding journals.



subsequent measures

3. Know Local Support

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Know the local support available on your campus. Librarians are part of the support system for academic authors; however, this system should extend beyond the library.Have conversations with other entities that support academic authors. For example,Office of researchWriting centerUniversity counselCan the university counsel assist in crafting cease and desist communications with a predatory journals?If an academic author decides to pursue legal action against a publisher, will the university be involved or not?Know the hyperlocal situation of the author.What does the author hope to accomplish by retracting/removing their article from the problematic journal?Are they hoping to resubmit the article elsewhere?Does their discipline and/or program have specific standards and/or evaluation criteria and documentation regarding publishing in predatory journals? (Are authors penalized for publishing in predatory journals?)Will evaluators and/or department chairs recognize if an author publishes in a predatory journal?Is it appropriate for the author to have a frank discussion with peer-evaluations and/or the department chair about what happened?It is not the librarian who can make decisions or take action on behalf of authors; rather, we are there to support authors and assist them in thinking through potential actions and consequences in both preventative and subsequent measures.



Q & A

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Many questions were answered during the live session. The recording is available at: htthttps://acrl.libguides.com/uls/committees/professional-development/programs 



Is the Term “Commercial” Appropriate 
for Quadrant IV Journal Publishers?

This idea was brought up in the chat and sparked some important conversation—particularly when it comes 
to trade publications. While the quadrants were formed with scholarly journals in mind (which have different 
quality indicators and impact metrics than other source types), we might think about whether this diagram 
could/should be expanded to fit other source types.

In preparing this presentation, we focused on the following definition of “commercial”:

• prepared, done, or acting with sole or chief emphasis on salability, profit, or success 
(https://www.dictionary.com/browse/commercial)

If this term will carry unintended connotations with it that might confuse or bias our patrons (or librarians), 
we should have discussions about what better terminology would be for our purposes. Suggested terms 
were “profit-driven” and “profit-oriented.” While these are more direct, they don’t address whether “success” 
might be measured another way, such as through reputation or prestige.

We encourage these conversations to continue—it’s a work in progress! 

https://www.dictionary.com/browse/commercial


Is Indexing an Indicator of Quality?
No, indexing is not an indicator of quality. Indexing of a journal in library databases (not Google Scholar) can 
indicate:

1. That a journal publisher sought indexing for a specific journal. As a general rule, journals must apply to 
an abstracting and indexing (A&I) service for inclusion. 

2. That a journal has reached a specific level of sustainability. It is a common practice for A&I services to 
only include journals once they have consistently published for three years. It will take research into 
specific services to determine what their inclusion rules are and the length of sustainability they require.

3. That a journal is not employing deceptive practices (at least to some extent). If the website of a journal 
states that it is indexed by specific A&I services, checking whether it is actually indexed would confirm 
whether or not deceptive practices are being employed.

Inclusion of a journal in A&I services may offer further information. For example, many require that the 
journals assign a DOI to each article published (a cost for the publisher). This may not be an expense a 
problematic publisher is willing to take on. Likewise, an A&I service may require that the journal have an 
assigned ISSN (another cost), a diversity of authors and editors (diversity in the sense of geographic 
location), a specific ratio of research articles to non-research articles, and other requirements.



Further Discussions of Language
Third World - First world ∙ Developed - Developing ∙ Global South

An attendee mentioned the appropriateness of Stephanie’s use of the terms “first world” and “third world”. 
We state emphatically that it was not our intention to be offensive by using this terminology. Below is an 
explanation of why this language was used.

1. The use of these terms was a reference to Beall’s discussions of predatory journals in which he used 
the language of “third world”; Stephanie was referring to it as what not to do.

2. Current terminology is insufficient. Both “first world/third world” and “developed/developing” language 
have connotations of superiority and inferiority and comparative wealth, which are not appropriate for 
the conversation regarding journal publication. The term “Global South” is inefficient because it is not 
inclusive of all geographic locations related to this discussion. 

Although we argue that there is no appropriate specific terminology, it would have been far better if 
Stephanie had simply said, “It is not appropriate to label a journal as predatory or problematic based on the 
geographic location of the publisher.” We apologize for any offense.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
*To see examples of Beall’s use of the term review Beall’s original blog posts in the Wayback Machine (https://archive.org/web/) for http://scholarlyoa.com or articles written by Beall such as “Unethical Practices in Scholarly, Open-Access Publishing” published in the Journal of Information Ethics.



Great Questions from Attendees
We don’t have the answers, but believe these are topics our 
profession should be discussing

1. How are articles in predatory journals retracted when the research is falsified? 

2. Should scholarly societies take back control of producing their journals from 
commercial publishers?

3. Which disciplines are more likely to address predatory publication in faculty 
evaluation criteria and documentation?

4. How does or should ACRL address predatory publishing?



Thanks!
Nicole Webber

nicole.webber@unco.edu
ORCiD 0000-0003-4622-3237

Stephanie Wiegand
stephanie.wiegand@unco.edu
ORCiD 0000-0002-7933-2483

CREDITS: This presentation template was created 
by Slidesgo, including icons by Flat icon, and 

infographics & images by Freepik.a
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https://slidesgo.com/theme/law-lesson

http://bit.ly/2Tynxth
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http://bit.ly/2TtBDfr
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